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Frank Rath thought he was done with murder when he turned in his detective's badge to become a
private investigator and raise a daughter alone. Then the police in his remote rural community of
Canaan find an '89 Monte Carlo abandoned by the side of the road, and the beautiful teenage girl
who owned the car seems to have disappeared without a trace. Soon Rath's investigation brings
him face to face with the darkest abominations of the human soul. With the consequences of his
violent and painful past plaguing him and young women with secrets vanishing one by one, he
discovers once again that even in the smallest towns on the map, evil lurks everywhere - and no
one is safe.
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The Silent Girls is a riveting dark psychological thriller that follows private investigator Frank Rath's
investigation into a string of mysterious disappearances of teenage girls during the dead of winter in
the rural town of Canaan, Vermont.Author Eric Rickstad weaves an intense tale of horror, mystery,
and suspense, with intriguing twists and turns that easily captivates the reader's attention from the
beginning to the story's dramatic conclusion. The story centers around private investigator Frank
Rath who is called upon to assist the rural town of Canaan, Vermont's police department in the
investigation of the mysterious disappearances of several teenage girls. The investigation hits home
for Frank, as demons from his past come back to haunt him: when he was a police detective his
sister and brother-in-law were murdered by a sadistic killer known as "The Preacher," leaving his

niece Rachel an orphan. Frank turned in his detective badge and became a private investigator in
order to raise Rachel as his daughter. Fast forward to the present, Rachel is in college and "The
Preacher" is up for parole, leading Frank to have to deal with his darkest fears once again. Is there a
connection between the disappearance of the teenage girls to "The Preacher?" Even in small
friendly rural towns evil and danger lurk ...The Silent Girls is a gripping dark psychological thriller
that kept me sitting on the edge of my seat guessing what would happen next as Frank is drawn into
the investigation of the disappearances of the missing girls while dealing with his personal demons.
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